Abstract

Identification of genes that are dysregulated in association with prostate carcinogenesis can provide disease markers and clues relevant to disease etiology. Of particular interest as candidate markers of disease are those genes that are frequently overexpressed. In this study, we describe a gene, α-methylacyl-CoA racemase (AMACR), whose expression is consistently up-regulated in prostate cancer. Analysis of mRNA levels of AMACR revealed an average up-regulation of ~9 fold in clinical prostate cancer specimens compared with normal. Western blot and immunohistochemical analysis confirms the up-regulation at the protein level and localizes the enzyme predominantly to the peroxisomal compartment of prostate cancer cells. A detailed immunohistochemical analysis of samples from 168 primary prostate cancer cases using both standard slides and tissue microarrays demonstrates that both prostate carcinomas and the presumed precursor lesion (high-grade prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia) consistently scored significantly higher than matched normal prostate epithelium; 88% of the carcinomas had a staining score higher than the highest score observed for any sample of normal prostate epithelium. Both untreated metastases (n = 32 patients) and hormone refractory prostate cancers (n = 14 patients) were generally strongly positive for AMACR. To extend the utility of this marker for prostate cancer diagnosis, we combined staining for cytoplasmic AMACR with staining for the nuclear protein, p63, a basal cell marker in the prostate that is absent in prostate cancer. In a simple assay that can be useful for the diagnosis of prostate cancer on both biopsy and surgical specimens, combined staining for cytoplasmic AMACR with staining for the nuclear protein p63 and AMACR resulted in a staining pattern that greatly facilitated the identification of malignant prostate cells. The enzyme encoded by the AMACR gene plays a critical role in peroxisomal β-oxidation of branched chain fatty acid molecules. These observations could have important epidemiological and preventive implications for prostate cancer, as the main sources of branched chain fatty acids are dairy products and beef, the consumption of which has been associated with an increased risk for prostate cancer in multiple studies. On the basis of its consistency and magnitude of cancer cell-specific expression, we propose AMACR as an important new marker of prostate cancer and that its use in combination with p63 staining will form the basis for an improved staining method for the identification of prostate carcinomas. Furthermore, the absence of AMACR staining in the vast majority of normal tissues coupled with its enzymatic activity makes AMACR the ideal candidate for development of molecular probes for the noninvasive identification of prostate cancer by imaging modalities.

Introduction

Prostate cancer initiation and progression are processes involving multiple molecular alterations (1). Genomic alterations, combined with changes in the tissue microenvironment, lead inevitably to altered levels of expression of many individual genes in tumor cells. Identification of these genes represents a critical step toward a thorough understanding of prostate carcinogenesis and an improved management of prostate cancer patients. Of particular biological and clinical interest are those genes that are consistently overexpressed in the vast majority of prostate cancers. Such genes and their products, besides providing possibly valuable insight into the etiology of prostate cancer, may have important utility as diagnostic markers in this disease. However, few genes of this nature have been reported to date.

High-throughput gene expression profiling using cDNA microarray allows for systematic interrogation of transcriptionally altered genes. By comparing the mRNA expression profile of cancerous lesions with noncancerous lesions, multiple candidates of molecular markers for prostate cancer have emerged (2–6). One such candidate, the gene for AMACR,3 was identified as being overexpressed in prostate carcinoma cells when compared with benign or normal prostate epithelial cells (2, 3). AMACR is a well-characterized enzyme (7) that plays a key role in peroxisomal β-oxidation of dietary branched-chain fatty acids and C27-bile acid intermediates. It catalyzes the conversion of (R)-α-methyl-branched-chain fatty acyl-CoA esters to their (S)-stereoisomers. Only the (S)-stereoisomers can serve as substrates for branched-chain acyl-CoA oxidase during their subsequent peroxisomal β-oxidation. Two aspects of this pathway may have particular relevance for prostate carcinogenesis: (a) the main sources of branched chain fatty acids in humans (milk, beef, and dairy products; Ref. 8) have been implicated as dietary risk factors for prostate cancer (9); and (b) peroxisomal β-oxidation generates hydrogen peroxide (10), a potential source of procarcinogenic oxidative damage (11, 12).

An initial report by Xu et al. (2), using a limited number of samples, indicated that AMACR was overexpressed potentially in a subset of prostate cancers at both the mRNA and protein level. Our previous study compared gene expression profiles of 16 prostate cancer and 9 samples of BPH using cDNA microarrays containing 6500 human genes (3). AMACR was expressed highly in the majority of prostate cancer samples, averaging ~6-fold higher levels than the BPH samples. In this study, we expanded these previous studies by including cDNA microarray data from an additional 35 prostate tissue samples, comprising matched normal tumor pairs, and by performing an extensive IHC analysis of both primary and metastatic prostate cancer specimens, including normal and cancerous prostate tissue from 159 patients analyzed on prostate TMAs. Furthermore, we examined the diagnostic utility of combining staining for AMACR with staining for p63, a prostate basal cell marker that is absent in the vast majority of prostate cancers (13, 14). The consistent and extensive up-regulation
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of AMACR that we observe at both the mRNA and protein level strongly suggests that AMACR will be an important new marker for prostate cancer.

Materials and Methods

Prostate Tissue Procurement for cDNA Microarray Analysis. Prostate cancer tissue specimens for cDNA microarray analysis were obtained from 23 patients undergoing radical prostatectomy for clinically localized prostate carcinoma at Johns Hopkins Hospital from 1993 to 2000. Specimens were obtained from the operating room immediately after resection. The seminal vesicles were truncated. If palpable tumor was identified, the specimen was inked and harvested as described previously (15). This results in the banking of the largest palpable tumor, as well as areas of apparent normal and BPH when available. The areas containing tumor that were adjacent to the harvested tumor blocks were submitted for formalin fixation and routine processing. Harvested tissues were flash frozen and stored in −80°C. Paired normal cancer samples were prepared as described previously (3) from 12 of the 23 specimens, whereas only cancer samples were obtained from the other 11 specimens, giving 35 samples total for analysis. Cancer samples were microscopically estimated to contain ≥60% (range from 60 to 90%) adenocarcinoma cells in cellular composition, and the normal samples were estimated to contain ≥50% (range from 50 to 75%) epithelial cells. Institutional Review Board–approved informed consent was obtained from all patients in this study.

cDNA Microarray Analysis. RNA extraction, labeling, and hybridization were carried out as described previously (3). A single reference sample composed of a pool of RNA from two BPH specimens was used throughout all hybridizations. Measurement values were extracted for normalized ratios of signal intensities of sample versus reference, which represent the relative mRNA abundance for each gene in each sample when compared with the common reference (3).

Real-time Reverse Transcription-PCR. Quantitative PCR was performed on iCycler (Bio-Rad, Richmond, CA) with gene-specific primers (AMACR: 5′-GAATCCGTATGCCCGCTGAACT-3′ and 5′-ACCCTTCGAGTGCGTGTCG-3′; TBP: 5′-CAGCAAACTGGCGACTGT-3′ and 5′-TTTTCTTGTGTCGAGTCTGGAC-3′), as described previously (16). A standard curve was generated by serial dilution of plasmids containing the specific amplicons assayed. AMACR mRNA copy number was normalized to TBP.

Western Blot Analysis. Protein (25 μg) was subjected to SDS–polyacrylamide (10%) gel electrophoresis, transferred to nitrocellulose (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Piscataway, NJ), probed with AMACR antiserum (7) at a 1:2000 dilution, and detected by enhanced chemiluminescence (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech) as described previously (16).

TMAs: Construction and Analysis. A total of 159 radical prostatectomy specimens were selected randomly out of a total of >400 cases performed between 1/1/2000 and 8/1/2001 at Johns Hopkins Hospital and used to construct TMAs as described previously (16). Areas representing the largest carcinoma present, as well as areas of normal appearing prostate epithelium, were circled on the glass slides. For each sample of tumor and normal, four tissue cores were taken for TMA construction. Although there is no universal method of sampling prostate cancer tissue for IHC studies, using either standard slides or TMAs, the histological features of these areas that we sampled generally reflect the final Gleason score for the case. Stained TMA slides were scanned using the BLISS imaging system as described by Manley et al. (17). Each array spot was then formed into a composite image and viewed and scored on a personal computer monitor as described (16). Data were then further summarized, and statistical analysis was performed using Stata 6.0 and SAS for Microsoft Windows.

Prostate Adenocarcinoma Tissue from Standard Slides. For a number of the cases, standard slides were used to assess overall percentage of positive cells in the tumors and normal tissues and also to further evaluate expression in HGPIN and BPH.

Metastatic Prostate Cancers. For metastatic carcinoma, standard slides from specimens (pelvic lymph node, soft tissue, and bone metastases) from patients with nonhormone refractory tumors were obtained from the archives of the Department of Pathology at The Johns Hopkins University. For hormone refractory cancer specimens, tissues were obtained as a single TMA from the University of Michigan, Specialized Programs of Research Excellence core tissue facility.

IHC Staining. Staining for AMACR was carried out using the Envision+ kit (DAKO Corp., Carpinteria, CA). Briefly deparaffinized slides were hydrated and then placed in citrate buffer (pH 6.0) and steamed for 14 min. Endogenous peroxidase activity was quenched by incubation with DAKO peroxidase block for 5 min at room temperature. Slides were then washed and incubated with primary antibody (1:16,000 dilution of antisera) overnight at 4°C. Secondary antirabbit antibody-coated polymer peroxidase complex was applied for 30 min at room temperature. Substrate/chromogen was applied and incubated for 5–10 min at room temperature. Slides were counterstained with hematoxylin. For double labeling of AMACR and p63, the anti-p63 mouse monoclonal antibody cocktail (1:100 dilution; Lab Vision Corp., Fremont, CA) was added after the anti-racemase antibody incubation and incubated for 45 min at room temperature. The secondary antirabbit and antimouse HRP conjugates were sequentially added, and the reaction was developed as above.

Scoring of IHC Staining. A scoring method was based on the fact that the specimens clearly showed a varying degree of staining intensity and percentage of cells staining. Therefore, a combined intensity and percentage positive scoring method was used (18). Strong intensity staining was scored as 3, moderate as 2, weak as 1, and negative as 0. For each intensity score, the percentage of cells with that score was estimated visually. A combined weighted score consisting of the sum of the percentage of cells staining at each intensity level was calculated for each sample, e.g., a case with 70% strong staining, 10% moderate staining, and 20% weak staining would receive a score as follows: (70 × 3 + 10 × 2 + 20 × 1) = 250. The maximum score is 300.

Results

Analysis of Paired Samples of Normal and Cancerous Prostate Tissue mRNA. In the previous study, we used weighted gene and random permutation analysis to identify 210 genes with statistically different levels of mRNA expression between prostate cancer and BPH (3). Among these genes, AMACR maintained consistently low levels of expression in 9 of 9 BPH samples (signal intensities in the lowest quartile of all genes analyzed) but was overexpressed by an average of 5.7-fold in 13 of 16 cancer samples. We have since generated mRNA profiles of an additional 35 prostate samples, including 12 matched normal cancer pairs and 11 nonpaired cancer samples (data set in preparation for publication) by comparing each sample to a common reference (from BPH). To illustrate the expression pattern of AMACR in these samples in relation to other genes whose expression in prostate tissues has been well documented previously, we extracted expression ratios for AMACR (IMAGE clone ID: 133130), along with those for GSTP1 (IMAGE clone ID: 136235) and KRT8 (IMAGE clone ID: 897781). Reduced GSTP1 expression because of “CpG island” hypermethylation is found in >90% of prostate cancers (19), and KRT8 mRNA is expressed constitutively in the epithelial cells of normal and cancerous prostate tissues (20). As shown in Fig. 1, the majority (20 of 23) of the cancer samples demonstrated overexpression of AMACR mRNA compared with the BPH reference. When the cancer samples were compared with their matching normal samples, AMACR was overexpressed in the cancer samples in 9 of 12 pairs. Moderate overexpression compared with the reference (an average of 3-fold) was also observed in 3 of the 12 normal samples. Consistent with previous reports, GSTP1 expression was down-regulated in the majority of cancer samples compared with BPH reference or their matching normal samples. Expression of KRT8, an epithelial marker, showed little variation among all of the samples, indicating that the sample preparation was effective to enrich and balance the epithelial content in the samples analyzed.

A quantitative reverse transcription-PCR assay was used to estimate the relative difference in AMACR mRNA abundance in samples of normal and cancerous prostate tissue. Although extensive variability was observed, the copy number of AMACR mRNA in prostate cancer specimens was on average 8.8-fold higher than the value for normal prostate samples (average = 60.9, SD = 84.3, range 0.6–260.4, n = 8, for cancer samples compared with an average of 6.9,
SD = 9.9, range 0.51–32.9, n = 8, for normal) when normalized against copies of TBP. Similarly, the median value for the cancer samples was 7.8-fold higher than for the normal samples.

**Western Blot Analysis of AMACR Protein.** Expression of AMACR protein was examined using an antiserum demonstrated previously to be specific for this antigen (7). Western blot detection of AMACR in liver, as a positive control (7), and a series of prostate tissue samples is shown in Fig. 2. Although a Mr. 47,000 band corresponding to AMACR protein was readily detected in liver and each of the prostate cancer specimens, little or no reactivity was observed in the corresponding normal specimens or any of the BPH samples assayed.

**IHC Analysis of Radical Prostatectomy Specimens Using Standard Slides.** To obtain the pattern of staining of AMACR in prostate tissues, we examined clinically localized prostate adenocarcinoma specimens using representative standard slides containing normal epithelium, carcinoma, and HGPIN. We used a scoring method that accounts for both the intensity of staining and the percentage of cells staining. In general, normal prostate epithelium was either negative or weakly positive (n = 14 areas from 12 patients, median score = 15, mean score = 19, SD = 22; Fig. 3). Prostate stroma, inflammatory cells, endothelial cells, and nerves were uniformly negative (Fig. 3). Strikingly, adenocarcinomas showed highly intense staining in the majority of tumor cells in most cases (n = 19 carcinoma lesions from 14 patients, median = 290, mean = 277, SD = 30; Fig. 3). The staining was uniformly cytoplasmic and was typically found in small punctate, microbody structures, consistent with the previously reported localization of AMACR predominantly to peroxisomes and mitochondria (7). Staining in HGPIN was also generally positive, although the staining was more variable and often less intense than adjacent carcinoma (Fig. 3, C and D; n = 10 areas from 6 patients, median 170, mean 179, SD = 63). Staining in atrophic areas was generally negative or positive in a small percentage of cells (n = 5 areas from 3 patients, median = 30, mean = 30, SD = 22). Staining in BPH was generally negative or focally, weakly positive (n = 6 areas from 4 patients, median = 20, mean = 20, SD = 8.9).

**IHC Analysis of Radical Prostatectomy Specimens Using TMA.s.** To survey many tumor and normal specimens, four high-density TMA.s, designed to contain samples of clinically localized prostate cancer and matched normal appearing epithelium from 159 patients, were stained. The median age of patients in these TMA.s was 58 (range 40–73), and the median prostate-specific antigen was 6.4 (mean 7.5, SD 4.6, range 1.2–38). Array spots (1578) were imaged. The majority of array spots (79%) contained tissue that was readily readable. Of the usable array spot images, 209 were control normal (nonprostatic) tissues. Of the array spots scored for AMACR staining, 417 spots contained adenocarcinoma (334 Gleason pattern 3, 62 Gleason pattern 4, 15 Gleason pattern 5, 4 Gleason pattern 2, 1 ductal adenocarcinoma, 1 pseudo-hyperplastic carcinoma) from 142 patients, 442 spots contained normal prostate epithelium from 144 patients of the patients, and 27 spots contained HGPIN from 23 patients. Other spots consisted of prostate stroma only, atrophy, or were difficult to interpret.

For normal prostate and adenocarcinoma, between 2.5 and 3 TMA spots (duplicate spots) were scored from each patient. For statistical analyses, the mean of the individual spot scores were computed so that for each tissue type from each patient, there was a single IHC score for comparison. Using these mean scores, the AMACR IHC scores for both carcinoma and HGPIN were highly statistically significantly different from normal (Fig. 4, carcinoma versus normal, P < 0.0001;
HGPIN versus normal, \( P < 0.001 \), Wilcoxon's rank-sum test). The score for HGPIN was significantly less than the score for carcinoma \( (P = 0.0002, \text{Wilcoxon's rank-sum test}) \). If a cutoff of \( \geq 100 \) is used for positive staining, then 95.6\% of carcinomas were positive, whereas 3.5\% (5 of 144) of normal epithelium was positive. Using a score of \( \geq 150 \) for strong positive staining, then 88\% of the carcinomas would be considered strong, versus none of the normal epithelium. The carcinomas (52\%) had a median score of 300 (the maximum).

The distribution of AMACR mean IHC scores for carcinoma (mean for all of the spots for each patient) stratified by Gleason score and pathological stage is shown in Table 1. There was no relation between AMACR IHC score and Gleason grade, pathological stage, patient age, or preoperative serum prostate-specific antigen \( (\text{Kruskal-Wallis, all } P > 0.05) \). As expected, Gleason score at radical prostatectomy was associated strongly with higher stage disease \( (\text{Spearman's rank correlation coefficient } = 0.42, n = 142, \ P < 0.0001; \text{Table 1}) \).

**IHC Analysis of Prostate Cancer Metastases.** Staining in metastatic prostate cancers from nonhormone refractory disease \( (n = 32 \text{ sites from 32 patients: 8 bone, 21 pelvic lymph node, 2 soft tissue, and 1 lung}) \) showed staining in the majority of cases \( (\text{data not shown}) \). The median score in nontreated metastatic cases was 240 \( (\text{mean 204, SD 97}) \). By the criteria stated above for positivity, 81\% (26 of 32) were positive, and 62.5\% were strongly positive \( (20 \text{ of 32}) \). In hormone refractory metastatic prostate \( (n = 25 \text{ sites from 14 patients}) \), the median score was 215 \( (\text{mean 206, SD 84}) \). Thus, 93\% (13 of 14) of hormone refractory metastatic cancers were positive, and 71.4\% were strongly positive.

**AMACR Protein Expression in Other Normal Tissues.** To examine the overall tissue distribution of AMACR protein expression, staining was performed using a TMA containing a wide variety of human tissues. Staining was strongly positive in virtually all hepatocytes, proximal kidney tubules, and glomerular epithelial cells of the kidney \( (\text{data not shown}) \). Moderate staining was found in the acinar cells and some ductal cells of major salivary glands. Weak staining was found in distal tubules and collecting ducts of the kidney. Other tissues showed weak and heterogeneous expression, including the following: \( (a) \) neurons in the central nervous system; \( (b) \) absorptive
and paneth cells of the small bowel; (c) absorptive cells of the large bowel; and (d) Sertoli cells of the testis. Staining was not detectable in the urinary bladder, ovary, endometrium, fallopian tube, uterine cervix, breast, lung, skin, tonsil, lymph nodes, thymus, spleen, laryngeal epithelium, minor salivary glands, pancreas, gall bladder, thyroid, stomach, esophagus, skeletal muscle, or smooth muscle.

Combination of AMACR Staining with p63 Facilitates Detection of Prostate Cancer Cells. The intense staining in tumors with weak staining in normal suggested that AMACR IHC staining might be useful as an adjunct to the diagnosis of prostate cancer on needle biopsy or other clinical specimens. To be useful as a potential diagnostic marker for prostate cancer, carcinoma lesions need to be separated reliably from lesions of HGPIN and other potential mimics of prostate cancer, such as adenosis and atrophy, as well as from normal prostate tissue. On small needle biopsy samples, this distinction can sometimes be problematic (21). One very useful tool has been IHC staining for basal cell-specific cytokeratins, typically using the 34BE12 monoclonal antibody (22). Because basal cells, which are absent in the vast majority of prostatic adenocarcinomas, are present in normal glands, benign mimics, such as atrophy and adenosis, and in HGPIN, staining for basal cell cytokeratins is often used in prostate cancer needle biopsies (22). More recently, the p63 protein has been found to be localized to the nuclei of basal cells in prostate epithelium with a basal cell-specific staining pattern nearly identical to 34BE12 (13, 14). Because the staining for p63 is strictly nuclear and is negative in the vast majority of carcinomas, and the staining for AMACR is cytoplasmic and only strong in carcinoma or HGPIN, we combined the staining for these two markers as a cocktail. There was strong staining of the nuclei of basal cells in benign glands, whereas carcinoma showed no nuclear staining but strong cytoplasmic staining, with no decrease as compared with AMACR staining alone (n = 20, Fig. 5, A and B). HGPIN showed variable punctate, cytoplasmic AMCAR staining, but strong and homogeneous nuclear staining in basal cells, thus allowing one to reliably distinguish HGPIN from carcinoma (Fig. 5, C and D). At times, HGPIN appeared to contain buds of epithelium, pinching off into the underlying stroma (23). An example of this phenomenon is shown in Fig. 5D (arrow), where a single acinus is projecting from an acinus containing HGPIN. The projecting acinus shows very sparse p63 basal cell staining, consistent with early invasion. The surrounding carcinoma cells show complete loss of p63 staining, yet they contain AMACR cytoplasmic staining.

Discussion

In this study, we demonstrate that AMACR is overexpressed in the majority of prostate cancers and cancer cells within these tumors. Using many cases with diverse pathologic characteristics, we find that overexpression at the protein level is very tightly linked to prostate cancer and occurs in virtually all grades and stages and in both hormone refractory and untreated cases. Over 95% of prostate cancers analyzed stained positively for AMACR, whereas <4% of histologically normal prostate epithelium was positive. Using a more stringent scoring scheme, these values are 88 and 0% for cancers and normal cells that are positive, respectively. Because there appears to be such a tight link between overexpression and the histological prostate cancer phenotype, these findings have implications for the pathogenesis, diagnosis, imaging, and treatment of prostate cancer.

In terms of early diagnosis on prostate needle biopsy, whereas basal cell-specific keratin is a useful aid for diagnosis, this marker is lost in prostate cancer. Because there can be artifactual loss of IHC staining, at times, this staining is uninformative and/or misleading. To date, few, if any, validated markers of prostate cancer have been identified that are overexpressed consistently as detected by IHC staining such that they might be of diagnostic use in a large percentage of cases. We now show that AMACR may provide the first example of such a marker. Because AMACR staining can occur intensely in HGPIN, we combined staining with AMACR with staining for p63. Because these markers, when present, are invariably cytoplasmic and nuclear, respectively, there is no need for the use of two color staining. p63 staining has been shown to be comparable with the basal cell-specific keratin 34βE12 monoclonal antibody but has the advantage in this case of a more clearly discernible nuclear location (13, 14). Thus, AMACR is a new positive stain that complements the traditional negative stain to enhance prostate cancer diagnosis. To determine the usefulness of AMACR in diagnostic pathology practice, we have begun to use clinical needle biopsies in prospective studies comparing AMACR, AMACR/p63, and basal cell-specific cytokeratins. Additionally, this marker combination could be of use for nonpathologist researchers studying prostate cancer specimens to enhance diagnostic certainty.

The enzyme encoded by this gene plays a critical role in the metabolism of fatty acid molecules, specifically by peroxisomal B

Table 1: AMACR IHC score from TMA analysis for 142 patients stratified by Gleason grade and pathological stage at radical prostatectomy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>T3A</th>
<th>T3B</th>
<th>N1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-9</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Na, not applicable.
oxidation (10). Branched chain fatty acids, which originate almost entirely from the diet, contain methyl groups in the R position, whereas the enzymes of the β oxidation pathway can only transform substrates having the S configuration (10). The enzyme AMACR catalyzes this interconversion. One implication of the up-regulation of AMACR is that prostate cancer cells may have a consistently greater capacity to metabolize dietary branched chain fatty acids than would their normal counterparts. Although the contribution of this up-regulation to prostate carcinogenesis, if any, is unclear at present, two interesting aspects of this pathway may be relevant: (a) the first step of the pathway in β oxidation of branched chain fatty acids is an oxidation step catalyzed by acyl-CoA oxidases, with the products being oxidized substrate and hydrogen peroxide (10). Experimental overexpression of acyl-CoA oxidase can transform cells (12), and the increase in oxidative stress because of the production of hydrogen peroxide by this pathway has been proposed to play a role in the transformation process (11). Indeed, the potent carcinogenic activity of peroxisome proliferators in animal models is thought to be mediated, at least in part, by up-regulation of the peroxide-producing enzymes of the peroxisome (24); and (b) the primary branched chain fatty acid whose metabolism is critically dependent on the action of AMACR is phytanic acid, derived from phytol, a breakdown product of chlorophyll in ruminants. This fatty acid is found primarily in cow’s milk, and dairy products derived there from, as well as beef but not meat from chickens or some fish (25). An interesting question is whether the increased risk for prostate cancer conferred by consumption of dairy products and/or red meat (9) is related to the up-regulation of this enzyme and its associated pathway in the early stages of prostate carcinogenesis, e.g., in PIN.

Molecular imaging promises the ability to identify individual cells or groups of cells expressing specific proteins or enzymatic activity in real time in living patients (see Louie et al.; Ref. 26). The ability to

---

**Fig. 5.** Simultaneous single color localization of p63 and AMACR. Tissues were stained with a cocktail containing anti-p63 (nuclear) and anti-AMACR (punctate cytoplasmic) antibodies, and staining was localized simultaneously. In A, nuclear basal cell staining (p63) is apparent in normal appearing acinus. **Arrows,** infiltrating carcinoma cells (**×**100). **B,** higher power view of A. **Arrowsheads,** nuclear basal cells staining (p63); **arrow,** carcinoma (**×**400). **C,** HGPIN showing moderate to weak punctate cytoplasmic AMACR staining and strong positive staining p63 staining of basal cells (**×**100). **D,** HGPIN (top gland) with weak cytoplasmic AMACR staining and nuclear basal cells staining (p63). Note small acinus apparently budding off (+) of HGPIN gland showing very sparse basal cell nuclear staining (arrowhead). Below, there is moderate to weak intensity cytoplasmic staining in infiltrating carcinoma cells that lack p63 nuclear staining.
Image AMACR protein or enzymatic activity would likely provide significant value in localization of primary prostate cancer within the prostate. A first application of this would be to help direct the location of needle biopsy sites in the prostate and possibly to assess the extent of cancer within the prostate. In addition, the ability to image AMACR systemically would provide value for detection of metastatic prostate cancer in organs other than the liver and kidney.

The prostate glands of U.S. men are biopsyed >1 million times a year, leading to a positive diagnoses of ~180,000 new prostate cancer cases annually. Estimates of equivocal or ambiguous biopsy evaluations that are suspicious for cancer range from 0.3 to 24% (21), resulting in tens of thousands of repeat biopsies. Clearly, markers, which can assist in the accurate evaluation of prostate needle biopsies, are needed urgently. Because of its consistency and robustness, AMACR appears to fit the criteria for such a marker and as such may become routinely used in the pathological diagnosis of prostate cancer. In addition, the biological function of this marker provides exciting new information regarding the etiology of prostate cancer and provides a novel target for prevention and therapeutics. Whether this marker is pathogenic, a potential drug, or in vivo imaging target is subject to ongoing studies.

While our manuscript was in preparation, Jiang et al. (27) reported overexpression of AMACR by IHC, using a different antibody, in the majority of primary prostate cancers. Although this report did not examine AMACR expression in other tissues, or combine AMACR staining with p63 or evaluate metastatic prostate cancers, the fact that two separate groups simultaneously observe marked overexpression of this protein in primary prostate cancer is a remarkable finding that bolsters the overall importance of AMACR as a new prostate cancer marker.
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